Learn to do good...Seek justice...Defend the orphan... Isaiah 1:17
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News

Buyamba Continues to Help
the God Cares School
Community
Buyamba Uganda and God Cares Schools, have continued our mission in Uganda to educate and
disciple during this COVID-19 lockdown, reaching out to students and their families. The mission is
the same but may look different during this season because there have been challenges. The whole
country of Uganda continues in its lockdown, although there are 457 cases (no deaths) upon this
printing. We had previously heard that the nationally required "Candidate Testing Classes, P7, S4,
and S6, had been instructed to return to school on June 2nd, but unfortunately, that was postponed,
and the Ugandan government is now hoping to get all the students back in a month.
The Dongo family and staff at
God Cares Schools have been in
contact with as many students as
they can to set up individual
learning plans, for most students
do not have access to the internet
or the government teaching over
television communications. So,
teachers have been creating takehome materials to help the
students and develop ways to try
and communicate ongoing.
Food and housing stability have become a significant issue with
the students' families due to the heavy rains and the lockdown.
We have been in contact with the school families that need help
and have been distributing packages of food (food to last for 2-3
weeks) to over 700 families. We have also helped families who
have been affected by the floods. One single mother named
Annet, who has five kids that attend GCS, was flooded out of their
home in Gaba, where we relocated her to a safe place and paid
her rent for four months. (Continued on Page 2)

Thanks to many of YOU who are
supporting this effort!

Creative Giving
Some of you may not know that there are thirty two Taco Bell
stores throughout the west coast of California that sponsor
God Cares students. Each of the stores, under the
management of Engen Enterprises and Venture Inc, features
a picture of their sponsored child on the staff bulletin board.
The employees can read about what is going on through the
Buyamba newsletter and child letters and photos. One new
store went above and beyond this month and did a collection
with its employees for our food outreach effort. The
employees collected $29 between them and sent it to
Buyamba to help.

Now that's creative!

Buyamba Continues to Help the God
Cares School Community
We could never reach all that need help in Uganda, but we are called to take care of the
community of students and teachers, and some of the people who surround God Cares Primary
and High School. Our students are scattered all over the Kampala area and beyond to Jinja in some
cases. Still, we have helped our families in Bukasa, Gaba, Wakiso, Nabutiti, Mokono, Lugazi, and
the families near the Buyamba Farm. There are also our former GCHS students in a student hostile
near African Renewal University that completely ran out of food that we reached out to, and
others in that area of Buloba. We have also been caring for about thirty God Cares students who
are former Sudanese refugees who did not go back to the refugee camp and live in our student
housing near the high school.

For a gift of $20.00 , you can feed a family for two-three weeks! Mail in your donation
with the enclosed envelope OR visit UgandaBuyamba.com and click "Donate."
The family
will receive:
- Matoke
- 6lbs Corn Flour
- 6lbs Rice
- 6lbs Beans
- 4 Bell Peppers

The Buyamba Farm has been a source of abundant
blessings throughout this time. It has provided plenty
of tomatoes and peppers and matoke (cooking
bananas) far beyond the rice, beans, and posho that
have been given out everywhere. The extra vegetables
have been an encouragement to the families for the
prices of these particular items are so high.

We are grateful for those faithful to sponsor children and our program,
even when the students are not within the school walls, and to those
providing
providing extra funds for
rice, beans, posho, and the transportation of the farm vegetables to
meet the needs.

We believe that God will continue to help. Buyamba means "help," which looks
different in these times, but we know that GOD CARES.
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